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Gray set to oppose Greinke in Wild Card Game 
By Thomas Harding / MLB.com | October 2nd, 2017 
 

As soon as the Rockies began leaping and hugging and celebrating a return to the postseason, right-hander Jon Gray 

was already thinking of the D-backs. But when are the Rockies and D-backs not on each other's minds? 

"Right when we found out we were going to the playoffs, I celebrated with the guys," Gray said. "Then, a few minutes 

later, I started thinking about the Diamondbacks." 

 

They train in the same Scottsdale, Ariz., complex and have met for 19 lively games this season. Fittingly, they will meet 

Wednesday at Chase Field in the National League Wild Card Game at 8 p.m. ET on TBS. Gray (10-4, 3.67 ERA) has 

made three starts against the D-backs this year, including two sparkling and victorious performances at Chase Field. D-

backs ace Zack Greinke (17-7, 3.20) has faced the Rockies five times this season. 

The winner will meet the Dodgers on Friday to open the best-of-five NL Division Series presented by T-Mobile. 

While it'll be Greinke's 10th postseason start (3-3, 3.55), it'll be Gray's first. But Gray has gone 13 games without giving up 

more than three runs -- one game shy of the club-record streak, set by current Orioles pitcher Ubaldo Jimenez in 2010. 

Plus he has 20 strikeouts in 13 innings over his two starts at Chase Field this season. 

Almost as important as his success against the D-backs is Gray's overall work in his last five starts (4-0, 2.10). 

"Jon is in a good spot and he's throwing the ball well," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "He's feeling good about where 

he is. I know Jon is going to be ready for Wednesday. More importantly, Jon is in a place in his career that he is set up for 

Wednesday. As a team, teammates, coaching staff, we feel good about how Jon is pitching." 
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The Rockies will need a strong pitching performance since they'll be facing Greinke, who is 2-1 with a 3.41 ERA against 

them this season. The Rockies have won two of the three meetings vs. Greinke at Chase Field, with Greinke getting the 

winning decision in a 6-2 triumph July 1 and not figuring in the decision in the two losses -- 7-6 on April 29 and 5-4 on 

Sept. 11. 

"He's an unbelievable pitcher," Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado said. "It feels like he knows what you're thinking 

sometimes. That's a credit to him." 

The teams have sent multiple scouts to watch games down the stretch, looking for any sliver of information. There can't 

be much. 

"We're very familiar with one another," D-backs manager Torey Lovullo said. "We share the same complex. There's some 

irony in that. We're two teams that are evenly matched, two teams that had surprise types of years that are both very 

happy. We continue to fight for the same turf. Wednesday is going to be an all-in moment." 

The D-backs won the regular-season series, 11-8. Interestingly, the only teams to defeat the Dodgers in the season series 

this year were the D-backs (11-8) and the Rockies (10-8 going into Sunday). 

It'll also be a return to the postseason for Rockies outfielder Carlos Gonzalez, the only player who was part of the team's 

last trip to the postseason in 2009 -- when Colorado lost in four games to the Phillies in the NLDS. Gonzalez went 10-for-

17 (.588) with a homer, two doubles, an RBI, two walks and a strikeout in that one. 
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Story aims to add to strong history vs. Greinke 
Rockies shortstop has hit .333 with 4 homers vs. D-backs' ace 
By Thomas Harding / MLB.com | @harding_at_mlb | October 2nd, 2017 
 

DENVER -- Rockies shortstop Trevor Story will attempt to continue his uncanny power hitting against D-backs right-

handed ace Zack Greinke in Wednesday night's National League Wild Card Game. 

 

Story is 8-for-24 (.333) with four home runs and a double after taking Greinke deep twice last year on Opening Day in his 

Major League debut. This year, he is 4-for-14 with two homers in 14 at-bats. 

 

It has been an on-again, off-again season for Story, who finished the regular season with a .239 batting average and led 

the NL with 191 strikeouts. He played in 10 more games that the runner-up, the Padres' Wil Myers (180). But Story turned 

on at the right time. Since Sept. 1, he hit .265 (29-for-108) with six of his 24 total homers, and 22 of his 82 RBIs. 

 

The history favors Story on Wednesday, but Story shakes his head and laughs at any suggestion that he has some sort of 

secret to hitting Greinke, who will be making his 10th postseason start, while Story will be making his first appearance. 

Story said Greinke's savvy could psyche out a hitter, but he refuses to fall into a match of wits. 

"He's that kind of pitcher, but I'm definitely not that kind of hitter," Story said. "I don't want to think along with guys like that. 

I just go up there and compete with my eyes." 
Previewing the NL Wild Card Game 

Worth noting 

• Rockies outfielder Gerardo Parra's last multi-hit game was Sept. 19, when he went 2-for-4 with an RBI at San 

Francisco. Since then, he is 1-for-27 with one walk and five strikeouts. It's a bad time to slump. He has made one start 

since Sept. 25, as manager Bud Black has gone with Ian Desmond in left field and Mark Reynolds at first base. 

Parra is 12-for-41 with a double and an RBI in his career against Greinke and provides defense because he is an 

experienced outfielder. However, Desmond ended the regular season 16-for-57 (.281) with two home runs, two doubles 

and seven RBIs in his final 17 games. But Desmond is just 3-for-22 in his career against Greinke. 

Black said Parra isn't harboring an injury, and Parra (.309, 10 HR, 71 RBIs) echoes that. 
Parra sporting new purple hair 

"I felt great [Sunday]," said Parra, who went 0-for-3 with a walk in a 6-3 loss to the Dodgers in the regular-season finale. 

"Sometimes you have bad games. But I don't think about that. We're in a playoff. I'm so happy to be at this part of the 

season. My body feels great, my legs feel great. When it's the playoffs, you can't feel tired." 

http://m.mlb.com/player/596115/trevor-story
http://m.mlb.com/player/425844/zack-greinke
http://m.mlb.com/player/571976/wil-myers
http://m.mlb.com/player/467827/gerardo-parra
http://m.mlb.com/player/435622/ian-desmond
http://m.mlb.com/player/448602/mark-reynolds
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• Reynolds (7-for-36 in his career with four homers off Greinke) was delighted one of his former teams, the Cardinals, 

knocked off the Brewers in the penultimate regular-season game to send the Rockies to the postseason. He texted thank-

yous to several ex-teammates. 

 

"Actually, [manager] Mike Matheny texted and said congrats," said Reynolds, who went to the postseason with the D-

backs in 2007 but missed out on the World Series because of a sweep by the Rockies. "Me and Mike were close. I 

texted Matt Carpenter. 

"But we had to do our job, too." 

 

Reynolds joined the Rockies last year, re-signed this season on a Minor League deal and hit .267 with 30 homers. He 

said he banked on the Rockies' talent, but he is especially happy for right fielder Carlos Gonzalez. They were Minor 

League teammates with the D-backs. 

"I've known CarGo since he was 18 years old," Reynolds said. "We celebrated in South Bend [Class A Midwest League, 

2005]. We won the whole thing then. We talked about it. This is a little bit better." 
  

http://m.mlb.com/player/572761/matt-carpenter
http://m.mlb.com/player/471865/carlos-gonzalez
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Arenado, Blackmon share most valuable bond 

By Thomas Harding / MLB.com | @harding_at_mlb | October 2nd, 2017  

 

DENVER -- When Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado and center fielder Charlie Blackmon are seated, table for two, 

the conversation usually bends toward hitting, and the arc is like many of their hits -- high, deep and beyond reach of most 

players. 

"I've connected well with him," Arenado said. "He loves talking baseball. He loves trying to get better. So do I. We have 

that in common. We go to dinner all the time on the road and we talk all the time about the game, hitting, his approach. 

He'll ask me what I saw and just little things like that."  

It's not just what they see. The talk goes much deeper. As Blackmon puts it, "It's not just, 'What do you do in a 2-0 count?' 

It's his thought process. I like to know what he's thinking." 

Rockies fans would love to imagine the National League Most Valuable Player Award as the centerpiece at the table. It 

could belong to Blackmon, who won his first NL batting title with a .330 average and set a Major League record with 103 

leadoff RBIs (of his 104 total). It could be Arenado's, since his 130 RBIs made him the first third baseman in NL history to 

drive in that many for a third consecutive year. Heck, why not have it belong to both, since they knocked a matching 37 

homers and were catalysts for a Rockies club that will appear in the NL Wild Card Game. 

 

Of course, there could merely be flowers. Baseball Writers' Association of America voters could go with the 

Marlins' Giancarlo Stanton, with 59 home runs, or last year's choice, the Cubs' Kris Bryant, or the D-backs' Paul 

Goldschmidt among candidates -- with Arenado and Blackmon splitting Rockies-inclined voters. 

"Honestly, [the media] might probably know more about that than me," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "I hope that 

doesn't happen. They're both deserving." 

Arenado bats and throws right, while Blackmon comes from the other side. Arenado is a feared defender, Blackmon a 

baserunner whose skill puts runs on the board. They're different, yet connected in ways that matter. 

"He never gives an at-bat away," Arenado said. "That's what I've learned from Charlie. I feel like that's why I've gotten 

better this year. He never gives an at-bat away. It doesn't matter the score. That's huge. Sometimes, when you get a 

couple hits you're like, 'I'm all right.' He wants more, and more and more. That's the way I am now." 

Blackmon's deep-center vantage point allows him to see how Arenado's glove magic affects the entire game. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
http://m.mlb.com/player/453568/charlie-blackmon
http://m.mlb.com/player/519317/giancarlo-stanton
http://m.mlb.com/player/592178/kris-bryant
http://m.mlb.com/player/502671/paul-goldschmidt
http://m.mlb.com/player/502671/paul-goldschmidt
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"He brings an intensity and competitiveness that every player should aspire to have," Blackmon said. "It's easy to rub off 

on guys. Hopefully, it's rubbed off on me a little bit." 

They're close enough that their parents and families are friends. No wonder they stump for each other. 

"Nolan is the epitome of the MVP," Blackmon said. "He plays every day. He's an unbeleivable defender. He's the guy that 

hits in the heart of the order. He's the guy that the other team has to game plan around. I guess that means we're doing 

something right." 

Arenado said there's no room for jealousy. 

"I know [Blackmon]'s had an MVP-type season; he deserves all the credit and praise," Arenado said. "I'm so happy for 

him. I get questions like, 'Would you be mad if Charlie won it over you?' I'm like, 'Dude. No. I'm so proud of him.' And this 

is what it's about. It's about these moments." 
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MLB.com, Network experts predict postseason 
MLB.com | October 2nd, 2017  
 

Who will win the World Series? We asked more than a dozen experts from MLB.com and MLB Network to weigh in, and 

here are their round-by-round predictions. 

 

JOE POSNANSKI 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Red Sox 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Cubs 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: BOS-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: CHC-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: CLE-LAD -- Indians 

 

JESSE SANCHEZ 

The Dodgers and Astros are the best teams in their respective leagues, and nobody will be surprised when they are the 

last two teams left standing at the end of the month. Justin Verlander made a good Astros team a great one. The 

Dodgers are loaded with too much talent and experience to come up short. 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Astros 

NLCS: WSH-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: HOU-LAD -- Astros 

 

ALYSON FOOTER 

Six weeks ago, an argument could have been made for any number of runaway division winners to sail to the pennant -- 

the Dodgers, who had an unprecedented run of success over three months' time; the Nationals, with arguably the most 

complete roster in baseball; the Astros, once on pace to set a club record for wins; and the Indians, who got scorching hot 

http://m.mlb.com/player/434378/justin-verlander
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after obtaining Jay Bruce and in September rode a 22-game win streak to the best record in the American League. This 

should make for a fascinating October. 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- D-backs 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: ARI-WSH -- Nationals 

WS: WSH-CLE -- Indians 

 

KEVIN MILLAR 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Twins 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: TBD-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Cubs 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Astros 

NLCS: CHC-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: HOU-LAD -- Astros 

 

DAN PLESAC 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Yankees 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Cubs 

NLDS: CHC-LAD -- D-backs 

ALCS: NYY-HOU -- Yankees 

NLCS: ARI-CHC -- D-backs 

WS: NYY-ARI -- Yankees 

 

http://m.mlb.com/player/457803/jay-bruce
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RICHARD JUSTICE 

This is as wide open as baseball's postseason has been in a long time. There's an easy case to be made for pretty much 

any of these teams to win the World Series. But it looks like it's Cleveland's time. The Indians have been scary good for 

more a month and are a team with virtually no weakness. 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC --Cubs 

NLDS: CHC-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: CHC-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: CLE-LAD -- Indians 

 

JON PAUL MOROSI 

The Cubs' World Series title last year was a once-in-a-century event, and there's a great chance history will be made this 

fall as well. The Astros are the second oldest franchise in major North American pro sports without a title. The Nationals 

represent a city with only one postseason series victory -- and that was won by the Washington Senators in the 1924 

World Series. Then there are the Indians, who came within one swing of glory last year and are poised to win their first 

world championship since 1948. 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Cubs 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: CHC-LAD -- Cubs 

WS: CHC-CLE -- Indians 

 

MARK DeROSA 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- Rockies 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 
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ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: COL-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: WSH-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: CLE-LAD -- Dodgers 

 

CLIFF FLOYD 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: TBD-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: WSH-LAD -- Nationals 

WS: WSH-CLE -- Indians 

 

ANTHONY CASTROVINCE 

Predicting the postseason is an impossible and thankless task. When in doubt, lean toward pitching depth and flexibility, 

which is why -- beyond the 22-game win streak and the general way it finished the regular season with a flourish -- I'm 

trusting the Tribe above all others. 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Twins 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: MIN-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- D-backs 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: ARI-WSH -- Nationals 

WS: WSH-CLE -- Indians 

 

JIM DUQUETTE 

I expect the teams that dominated the regular season to do the same in the postseason. The injury questions in 

Washington are too much to overcome against the Cubs, but the Dodgers will regain their swagger in October to win the 
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National League pennant. Cleveland's depth and quality becomes too much for the AL competition, and they ride the 

momentum to their first WS since 1954. 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- Rockies 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Cubs 

NLDS: COL-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: CHC-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: CLE-LAD -- Indians 

 

KEN ROSENTHAL 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- D-backs 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: ARI-WSH -- Nationals 

WS: WSH-CLE -- Indians 

 

MIKE LOWELL 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- Rockies 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: COL-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Astros 

NLCS: WSH-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: HOU-LAD -- Dodgers 
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MARK FEINSAND 

The Indians won't catch anybody by surprise this October, but the Yankees might. Their bullpen is even better than 

Cleveland's and will represent the lone first-round upset. The Dodgers and Astros -- the two best first-half teams -- 

survived second-half stumbles and will make their way to the World Series. In the end, L.A. will prove to be too deep and 

win its first World Series title since 1988. 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Yankees 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: NYY-HOU -- Astros 

NLCS: WSH-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: HOU-LAD -- Dodgers 

 

DAN O'DOWD 

ALWC: MIN-NYY -- Yankees 

NLWC: COL-ARI -- D-backs 

ALDS: BOS-HOU -- Astros 

ALDS: NYY-CLE -- Indians 

NLDS: WSH-CHC -- Nationals 

NLDS: ARI-LAD -- Dodgers 

ALCS: HOU-CLE -- Indians 

NLCS: WSH-LAD -- Dodgers 

WS: CLE-LAD – Dodgers 
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Every pitch a thrill during must-win Wild Card 
New documentary, 'One-Game Season,' captures excitement of one-game playoff 
By Richard Justice / MLB.com | 1:11 AM ET 
 

Baseball typically rewards the teams and players that stay the course, the ones that ride out the highs and lows with pretty 

much the same approach. As former Orioles outfielder John Lowenstein once put it, "I never even look at the standings 

before August." 

His point was that no matter how devastating the defeat or exhilarating the victory, there's usually another game the next 

day. If a team does things consistently well, it will be rewarded for its poise and approach. 

 

And then it occasionally really does come down to one game. And that's what we'll get the next two nights, with the Twins 

facing the Yankees in the American League Card Game at 8 p.m. ET tonight (ESPN), and the D-backs hosting the 

Rockies in the NL Wild Card Game at 8 p.m. ET on Wednesday (TBS).  

 

"You're just thrown into a Game 7 atmosphere," former Padres pitcher Jake Peavysaid. He knows this better than most 

because in 2007 he lived one of those winner-take-all games with a season of ebbs and flows and alternating heartbreak 

and glory. 

One of the things we love about baseball's Wild Card games is that they put six months of work on the line in a single 

contest, and that spirit is captured perfectly in "One-Game Season," a new mini-documentary produced jointly by 

MLB.com and Prospect Productions. 

 

This year's Wild Card matchups offer us a glimpse of some of the most dynamic talents the game has to offer. First, it will 

be the Twins' Byron Buxton and his incredible speed and defense against Yankees rookie Aaron Judge and his 

majestic power. And then on Wednesday we'll see Nolan Arenado, Colorado's all-world third baseman facing off 

against Zack Greinke, one of the smartest pitchers you'll ever see taking the mound for Arizona. And all of these guys 

know it could be their last game of the season. 

"Win and move on," said former Reds first baseman Sean Casey, whose Reds fell short in Game 163 against the Mets in 

1999. "Lose and go home." 

Nothing could be simpler than that, right? Those 163rd games were part of the inspiration for Major League Baseball 

starting a Wild Card Game in each league in 2012. 

These days, the idea of AL and NL Wild Card games looks smarter than ever because: 

http://m.mlb.com/player/408241/jake-peavy
http://m.mlb.com/player/621439/byron-buxton
http://m.mlb.com/player/592450/aaron-judge
http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
http://m.mlb.com/player/425844/zack-greinke
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1. It renewed emphasis on winning a division title because no team wants to put a season's worth of work on the line in a 

single contest. 

2. It kept more teams in contention and gave more teams a chance to play postseason baseball. 

3. Best of all, the Wild Card give us two games that make for spectacularly great theater. 

The Giants rode their Wild Card victory over the Pirates in 2014 all the way to their third World Series victory in five 

seasons. That run began with Madison Bumgarnerbeating the Pirates. 

Two months after the game, Giants manager Bruce Bochy was still thinking of that contest when he approached Jeff 

Banister, a former Pirates coach who'd just been hired to manage the Rangers, and shook his hand. 

"We had our horse going," Bochy said. 

In other words, on a big stage, Bumgarner took control of the day and made it his own. 

Fans of the Yankees, Twins and Rockies know about the euphoria that comes with a win in a one-game playoff, and that 

is on display in "One-Game Season." New York famously shocked the Red Sox in Game 163 of 1978 on the strength of 

an unlikely home run from Bucky Dent. 

In 2007, the Rockies finished the regular season 13-1 to make up 6 1/2 games in the standings and force a one-game 

playoff with the Padres. 

You can watch a lot of baseball and not see a game this good. Scott Harrison's two-run home run in the top of the 13th 

inning gave San Diego an 8-6 lead. And the Rockies came back with three in the bottom of the inning to win it. 

 

Matt Holliday -- who will suit up for the Yankees on Tuesday -- scored the game-winning run on a very, very, very close 

play. 

"To go home on a controversial play, you feel like your guts have been ripped out," Peavy said. 
Justice previews AL WC Game 
 
The Twins and Tigers played an instant classic in a game 163 in 2009. The Twins won it, 6-5, in 12 innings. 

"What was interesting was the magnitude of every pitch," Twins broadcaster Dick Bremer said. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/518516/madison-bumgarner
http://m.mlb.com/player/407812/matt-holliday
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That's the beauty when it all comes down to one game. 
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How the 10 postseason teams were built 

Analyzing clubs' use of Draft, trades, free agency and international signings to reach the playoffs 

By Jonathan Mayo / MLB.com | @JonathanMayo | October 2nd, 2017 
 

MLBPipeline.com is breaking down how each of the postseason teams was built, looking at the composition of Division 

Series rosters. 

Building a winning team can be done in any of a number of ways. 

Just take a look at last year's two World Series clubs. The champion Cubs had just five homegrown players, players 

drafted and/or signed originally by them, five free-agent signings and 15 players acquired via trade, waivers or the Rule 5 

Draft. 

 

The Indians, on the other hand, had nearly twice as many homegrown players (nine), just three free-agent signings and 

13 from the trade/waivers/Rule 5 route. A quick historical scan of other World Series clubs assuredly provides equally 

diverse roster makeups. 

Both the Cubs and Indians are back in the postseason and hope for a rematch, with somewhat similar breakdowns to their 

potential playoff rosters. The other eight teams hoping to be the last team standing have all gotten there with varying 

approaches. 

Teams love to be able to develop from within, and it's generally believed that the smaller market or revenue teams must 

do so in order to repeat. The Twins have taken that to heart, with their 14 homegrown players easily leading all of the 

other clubs. The Indians are next with 11, while the Rockies and Yankees are tied with 10 homegrown players each. 

 

Ten of the Twins' 14 have come from the Draft, with first rounders as far back as 2001 (Joe Mauer) and as recently as 

2014 (Trevor Hildenburger). The 2012 Draft has been particularly fruitful, providing Byron Buxton, Jose Berrios, Tyler 

Duffeyand Taylor Rogers. The Rockies are next among Draft-heavy clubs, with eight original draftees on their 

postseason roster. 

 

The Twins tie the Dodgers and Indians with four international signees apiece. That includes marquee names like Miguel 

Sano for Minnesota, Yasiel Puig for Los Angeles and Jose Ramirez in Cleveland. 

The Cubs remain on the other side of the pendulum with six homegrown players (Ian Happ added to their total), tied with 

the D-backs. Five of the six Cubs came via the Draft and all six of Arizona's homegrown players came the same way. 

http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/news/prospects/index.jsp
http://m.mlb.com/player/621439/byron-buxton
http://m.mlb.com/player/621244/jose-berrios
http://m.mlb.com/player/608648/tyler-duffey
http://m.mlb.com/player/608648/tyler-duffey
http://m.mlb.com/player/573124/taylor-rogers
http://m.mlb.com/player/593934/miguel-sano
http://m.mlb.com/player/593934/miguel-sano
http://m.mlb.com/player/624577/yasiel-puig
http://m.mlb.com/player/608070/jose-ramirez
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Having a high homegrown pool doesn't mean it was necessarily the most productive. The Twins' 14 homegrown players 

compiled a combined 25.9 WAR, but that total would actually place them third among postseason teams. The Astros and 

their nine homegrown players lead the pack at 31.8 and the Yankees are second at 26.7. The Rockies (25.6) and 

Nationals (eight players, 24.0 WAR) round out the top five. 

 

 
 

Teams without a ton of players developed from within, obviously, built rosters via trades, waiver claims or free agency. 

The Dodgers lead the way there, with 14 players acquired by trade, with the Cubs next at 13 (one via the Rule 5 Draft).  

 

The Red Sox and Indians have 12 (one via waivers), while the Astros and Yankees have 11 apiece. Houston has two 

waiver claims (Cameron Maybin and Will Harris) on the roster and, of course, perhaps the biggest name traded this 

summer, Justin Verlander. The Dodgers run a close second with the acquisition of Yu Darvish. 

 

Again using WAR as a guide, with players traded this year only having the WAR they've accrued with their new team, the 

Indians lead by a wide margin at 30.6, thanks largely to Corey Kluber (8.0) and Carlos Carrasco (5.4). The Yankees are 

a distant second at 21.7, while the Cubs (21.3) and Dodgers (20.8) are the other teams over 20. 

 

No playoff team has used the free-agent market more than the D-backs with 10, though the Nationals are right on their 

heels with nine. The Nats' free agents have accrued more WAR, 11.4, to the D-backs' 11.1. For both teams, it's been a 

big free-agent pitching signing leading the way. In Washington, it's Max Scherzer (7.2), while Arizona has Zack 

Greinke (6.1). 

http://m.mlb.com/player/501789/will-harris
http://m.mlb.com/player/434378/justin-verlander
http://m.mlb.com/player/506433/yu-darvish
http://m.mlb.com/player/446372/corey-kluber
http://m.mlb.com/player/471911/carlos-carrasco
http://m.mlb.com/player/453286/max-scherzer
http://m.mlb.com/player/425844/zack-greinke
http://m.mlb.com/player/425844/zack-greinke
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If you're one who thinks WAR is an indicator of which team will win it all, here's how the overall rosters stack up: 

 

1. Astros, 55.1 

2. Yankees, 54.0 

3. Indians, 53.5 

4. Dodgers, 49.9 

5. Nationals, 47.5 

6. D-backs, 45.7 

7. Cubs, 44.4 

8. Red Sox, 40.9 

9. Rockies, 40.0 

10. Twins, 38.9 

Using that as a guide, the postseason should look something like this: 

AL Wild Card Game: Yankees beat Twins 

ALDS: Astros beat Red Sox 

ALDS: Yankees beat Indians 

ALCS: Astros beat Yankees 

NL Wild Card Game: D-backs beat Rockies 

NLDS: Nationals beat Cubs 

NLDS: Dodgers beat D-backs 

NLCS: Dodgers beat Nationals 

World Series: Astros beat Dodgers 
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How the Rockies built a winner 
Homegrown pitchers join hitting core to send Colorado back to postseason 
By Jim Callis / MLB.com | @JimCallisMLB | October 2nd, 2017  
 

MLBPipeline.com is breaking down how each of the postseason teams was built, looking at the composition of their 

projected Division Series rosters. 

Entering 2017, the Rockies hadn't had a winning season in seven years or made the postseason in eight. Yet they still 

had cause for optimism. 

 

Their 75 victories a year ago were the most since 2010, fueled by the most productive rookie class in franchise history. 

The system was ready to contribute again with more members of the best crop of young pitching prospects that Colorado 

ever has had. Add in the dynamic veteran duo of Nolan Arenado and Charlie Blackmon, and the Rockies believed they 

could compete. 

 

"We talked about it in the winter time and Spring Training as a group," GM Jeff Bridich said. "We knew there were reasons 

why Mark Reynolds wanted to come back here as a free agent, why Greg Holland had interest. We took a look at the 

talent and definitely saw the ingredients to be a postseason team." 

 

That's exactly what the Rockies have become. They raced to a 47-26 start and finished with 87 wins, their third-most ever, 

to secure their fourth postseason berth in 25 seasons. 

 

HOMEGROWN 

Player, how acquired, year, Baseball-Reference WAR (25.6): 

Charlie Blackmon, Draft, 2008 (2nd round), 6 

Nolan Arenado, Draft, 2009 (2nd), 7.2 

Raimel Tapia, Int'l sign, 2010, -0.7 

Tyler Anderson, Draft, 2011 (1st), 1.3 

Trevor Story, Draft, 2011 (supplemental 1st), 2.6 

Antonio Senzatela, Int'l sign, 2011, 2.1 

Scott Oberg, Draft, 2012 (15th), 0.2 

Jon Gray, Draft, 2013 (1st), 3.2 

Pat Valaika, Draft, 2013 (9th), 0.4 

Kyle Freeland, Draft, 2014 (1st), 3.3 

http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/news/prospects/index.jsp
http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
http://m.mlb.com/player/453568/charlie-blackmon
http://m.mlb.com/player/448602/mark-reynolds
http://m.mlb.com/player/518813/greg-holland
http://m.mlb.com/player/606132/raimel-tapia
http://m.mlb.com/player/542881/tyler-anderson
http://m.mlb.com/player/596115/trevor-story
http://m.mlb.com/player/622608/antonio-senzatela
http://m.mlb.com/player/623184/scott-oberg
http://m.mlb.com/player/592351/jon-gray
http://m.mlb.com/player/642162/pat-valaika
http://m.mlb.com/player/607536/kyle-freeland
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Colorado's two best players are second-round picks from last decade. In the four full seasons that National League MVP 

candidates Blackmon (2008) and Arenado (2009) have teamed up in the lineup, the Rockies have improved their win total 

each year. 

In 2016, they introduced a dynamic group of rookies that included four more early-round choices. Gray (No. 3 overall, 

2013) already looks like he'll become the best pitcher ever signed and developed by Colorado. Story (supplemental first 

round, 2011) has more homers than any shortstop in baseball over the past two years. 

David Dahl (No. 10 overall, 2012) tied a big league record by hitting safely in his first 17 games and has 20-20 potential -- 

though he has missed all of this year with rib and back ailments. Anderson (No. 20 overall, 2011) shook off a history of 

injuries and posted the second-best ERA (3.54) ever by a Rockies rookie. 

 

 

It's no coincidence that Colorado's three best teams ever (2007, 2009, 2017) are its only three that finished in the top 

eight in the National League in runs allowed. Scoring runs at Coors Field never has been a problem, but preventing them 

has. Inserting Gray and Anderson into the rotation was a positive step, and the Rockies took another one in 2017 by 

adding more homegrown arms in Freeland (No. 8 overall in 2015) and Senzatela (signed for $250,000 out of Venezuela in 

2011). 

Bridich said the Rockies wanted to flood the big leagues with quality young arms. They've never had this much mound 

depth, and the plan is working out as hoped so far. 

"We wanted to create as deep of a young starting pitching group as we could," said Bridich, who joined the franchise in 

2004 and became GM a decade later. "We let them challenge each other, develop together at the Double-A, Triple-A and 

Major League levels. Let them grow with each other, push each other. That was definitely our hope two, three years ago." 

http://m.mlb.com/player/621311/david-dahl
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TRADES/WAIVERS 

Player, year, acquired from, bWAR (12.9): 

Carlos Gonzalez, 2008, Athletics, -0.2 

Tyler Chatwood, 2011, Angels, 2.2 

D.J. LeMahieu, 2011, Cubs, 2.9 

*Chris Rusin, 2014, Cubs, 2.3 

German Marquez, 2016, Rays, 3.1 

Jake McGee, 2016, Rays, 1.4 

*Tony Wolters, 2016, Indians, -0.4 

Pat Neshek, 2017, Phillies, 0.7 

Jonathan Lucroy, 2017, Rangers, 0.9 

*Acquired via waivers. 

 

The Rockies also found more promising rotation fodder via the trade route. They sent Corey Dickerson and 

prospect Kevin Padlo to the Rays in January 2016 for McGee and Marquez, a relative unknown coming off a strong 

season in high Class A. Marquez has progressed rapidly, leading all rookies with 14 quality starts and giving Colorado a 

trio of rookies with double-digit victories. 

"You have to take some risks," Bridich said. "Trading Corey Dickerson, an up-and-coming offensive player, was going to 

be a risk. We felt at the time Corey was going to be a better fit in the American League and we knew Tampa had good 

pitching prospects, like they usually do. [Professional scout] Jack Gillis pounded his fist about Marquez. He really believed 

in the kid." 
Rockies successful in trades 

Though the Twins are the only postseason club with less production from players acquired via trades and waivers, the 

Rockies have pulled off some valuable deals beyond the McGee/Marquez move. Former GM Dan O'Dowd dispatched a 

pair of first-round picks going nowhere (Ian Stewart, Casey Weathers) to the Cubs in December 2011 for Lemahieu, who 

has sandwiched a pair of All-Star selections around a batting title in the past three seasons. 

 

Bridich upgraded Colorado's catching and bullpen without giving up any of his prime prospects in the final week of July. 

He added All-Star reliever Neshek from the Phillies for three Minor Leaguers, then Lucroy from the Rangers for Rookie 

ball outfielder Pedro Gonzalez. 

 

FREE AGENTS 

Player, year, bWAR (1.5): 

Gerardo Parra, 2016, 0.9 

Ian Desmond, 2016, -1.1 

http://m.mlb.com/player/471865/carlos-gonzalez
http://m.mlb.com/player/543022/tyler-chatwood
http://m.mlb.com/player/608566/german-marquez
http://m.mlb.com/player/459429/jake-mcgee
http://m.mlb.com/player/450212/pat-neshek
http://m.mlb.com/player/518960/jonathan-lucroy
http://m.mlb.com/player/572816/corey-dickerson
http://m.mlb.com/player/656821/kevin-padlo
http://m.mlb.com/player/502255/casey-weathers
http://m.mlb.com/player/660639/pedro-gonzalez
http://m.mlb.com/player/467827/gerardo-parra
http://m.mlb.com/player/435622/ian-desmond
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Mike Dunn, 2016, 0.7 

Alexi Amarista, 2017, -1.4 

Greg Holland, 2017, 1.5 

Mark Reynolds, 2017, 0.9 

Last December, Desmond received the second-largest free-agent deal in Rockies history and the most ever for a hitter at 

$70 million over five years. The two-time All-Star hasn't worked out as hoped, enduring injuries and the worst season of 

his career. 

A couple of much smaller forays into the free-agent market have paid off, however. Holland was one of the game's top 

closers before blowing out his elbow and missing the entire 2016 season following Tommy John surgery. He returned this 

season to tie the franchise record with 41 saves. 

"I felt like we knew the guy and had a handle on his personality and competitiveness without having lived with him yet," 

Bridich said. "We put trust in the person and in his rehab from successful surgery that was 18 months ago rather than 12. 

The way it has worked out is exactly how everyone involved hoped it would work out." 

After delivering 14 homers on a one-year, $2.6 million contract in 2016, Reynolds returned to Colorado on a Minor League 

contract that guaranteed him $1.5 million if he made the big league roster. He not only did that but more than doubled his 

power output with 30 homers. 
  

http://m.mlb.com/player/445197/mike-dunn
http://m.mlb.com/player/506560/alexi-amarista
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Growing panes: Whose window is open widest? 
By Joe Posnanski / MLB.com | @JPosnanski | October 2nd, 2017  
 

Hard as this is to believe, it has been five years since we had the whole "Should Stephen Strasburg pitch in the 

playoffs?" national discussion. That was fun, right? 

 

You might remember Strasburg was one of the most hyped pitching prospects in baseball history. And just 12 starts into 

his big league career, he blew out his elbow, requiring Tommy John surgery. He returned in 2012 (well, actually, late in 

2011) and he threw 159 innings for a Nationals team that shocked everybody and won the National League East. The 

question was: Should Strasburg risk his health and impossibly bright future by pitching in the postseason so soon after the 

procedure? 

 

The argument itself is not important now -- Strasburg ended up not pitching in that postseason, the Nationals lost a 

heartbreaking series to the Cardinals, ancient history -- but one of the pieces of the argument is interesting. You might 

remember that there were some people who said that even if Strasburg skipped the playoffs, it was OK. The Nationals 

were a brilliant young team with two of the biggest young stars in the game (Strasburg and Bryce Harper), and they 

would undoubtedly make the postseason again and again. 

 

The Nationals' window, people said, was just opening. 

 

The "Window" concept is one of the cooler ones in baseball. Our games are set up to create this sort of sports gravity. 

Teams go up and they come back down. Other teams go up. Losing teams get higher Draft picks. Winning teams 

eventually run into difficult financial realities. Good players begin to decline, creating punishing decisions. 

 

General managers are fully aware that if they do their jobs right, the teams will have a period of time -- a window -- when 

they will have a chance to do great things. The Royals, for instance, are seeing their window close; they had to deal away 

some key players and several others will become free agents this offseason. But the Royals got two pennants and a 

World Series title out of their window. 
Nationals' chances with Harper 

The Nationals' window is not closed yet -- this is actually one of their best teams -- but with Harper likely to break the bank 

after the 2018 season and other changes on the way, the window pane is sliding down. And so far, the Nationals' window 

has yielded disappointment. This will be the fourth time Washington has made the postseason during their window years, 

and they have yet to win a playoff series. Time is getting short for the Nationals to take advantage of their time. 

 

Here's a quick look at the window status of the postseason teams, from most wide open to least: 

 

http://m.mlb.com/player/544931/stephen-strasburg
http://m.mlb.com/player/547180/bryce-harper
https://medium.com/joeblogs/the-last-game-563865431356
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1. Los Angeles Dodgers 

Each of the five Dodgers regulars who got at least 500 plate appearances is younger than 27 years old. The Dodgers' 

pitching staff overflows with in-their-prime pitchers who should be good for a while. The Dodgers' Minor League system 

still features three or four of the best prospects in the game. And the Dodgers have the money to keep it all going 

indefinitely. 

 

2. New York Yankees 

After several somewhat gray years when the team vaguely stayed in postseason contention on the backs of declining 

stars, the Yankees completely revamped and built around youth. The expectation was that things would really pick up in 

2018 and '19, but they beat the rush behind massive seasons from young players like Aaron Judge, Gary 

Sanchez and Luis Severino. The future looks impossibly bright in New York … and then you realize they are almost 

certainly the frontrunners in the Harper sweepstakes. 
Young Yankees becoming new core 

3. Houston Astros 

The heart of this lineup -- Jose Altuve, Carlos Correa and George Springer -- are all in their early- to mid-20s. This 

team is going to score runs for years to come. And now, the young pitching should start pouring in; the Astros have 

several power arms in their system pushing their way up. Houston management is also as aggressive as any in baseball, 

so expect the Astros to be a contender for a while. 

 

4. Colorado Rockies 

The oldest of the Rockies' five starters, Tyler Chatwood, is just 27. That's exciting and new -- a Rockies team built 

somewhat around young pitching. The offense should be good, too, with Charlie Blackmon and Nolan Arenado under 

team control until at least 2019. 

 

5. Cleveland Indians 

The Tribe is at the crescendo of its window cycle; they are a perfect mix of youth (Francisco Lindor is 23, Jose Ramirez is 

24; other key players like Cody Allen, Trevor Bauer, Mike Clevenger are all in their late 20s), and experience (Corey 

Kluber, Carlos Santana, Carlos Carrasco, Andrew Miller are in their early 30s). The warning for Cleveland is that 

windows often close more quickly than expected. 

 

6. Arizona Diamondbacks 

This is still a fairly young team; the only core player who is over 30 is starter Zack Greinke. The D-backs have 

superstar Paul Goldschmidt for at least two more seasons, and it will be interesting to see if they can find a way to re-

sign J.D. Martinez, who mashed 29 home runs in just 62 games for Arizona. The D-backs have a lot of good young 

pitching, too; the emergence of Robbie Ray is a key part of this team's future. 

 

http://m.mlb.com/player/592450/aaron-judge
http://m.mlb.com/player/596142/gary-sanchez
http://m.mlb.com/player/596142/gary-sanchez
http://m.mlb.com/player/622663/luis-severino
http://m.mlb.com/player/514888/jose-altuve
http://m.mlb.com/player/621043/carlos-correa
http://m.mlb.com/player/543807/george-springer
http://m.mlb.com/player/543022/tyler-chatwood
http://m.mlb.com/player/453568/charlie-blackmon
http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
http://m.mlb.com/player/608070/jose-ramirez
http://m.mlb.com/player/592102/cody-allen
http://m.mlb.com/player/545333/trevor-bauer
http://m.mlb.com/player/467793/carlos-santana
http://m.mlb.com/player/471911/carlos-carrasco
http://m.mlb.com/player/453192/andrew-miller
http://m.mlb.com/player/425844/zack-greinke
http://m.mlb.com/player/502671/paul-goldschmidt
http://m.mlb.com/player/502110/jd-martinez
http://m.mlb.com/player/592662/robbie-ray
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7. Minnesota Twins 

The kids finally showed up. The Twins have so much exciting young talent -- Byron Buxton, Miguel Sano, Eddie 

Rosario and Jose Berrios are all budding stars and all of them are younger than 25. They key will be how the Twins 

build around those guys, especially their starting pitching. 

 

8. Boston Red Sox 

The Red Sox came into the year with a surplus of great young hitting … and everybody on the team sort of stagnated all 

at once. Mookie Betts, Jackie Bradley Jr., Andrew Benintendi and Xander Bogaerts all had at least mildly 

disappointing offensive seasons. You would expect them to rebound, but the Red Sox's pitching staff is mostly made up of 

pitchers in their late 20s and early 30s, and keeping that staff fresh will be a challenge going forward. 
Red Sox show new young core 

9. Chicago Cubs 

It's hard to determine what exactly the Cubs' window looks like, because it's hard to see what their pitching staff will look 

like over the next three or four years. Theo Epstein built this team around hitters, and those young hitters -- Kris 

Bryant, Anthony Rizzo, Javy Baez, Wilson Contreras among others -- should be terrific for years to come. But that 

pitching staff is a mishmash of veterans without a single young starter currently in the mix. 

 

10. Washington Nationals 

As mentioned, the window has been open for quite a long time in Washington. Next year could be Harper's last in 

Washington. Key performers Max Scherzer, Gio Gonzalez, Ryan Zimmerman, Daniel Murphy are all in their 30s. The 

time to win is now for the Nationals. 
  

http://m.mlb.com/player/621439/byron-buxton
http://m.mlb.com/player/593934/miguel-sano
http://m.mlb.com/player/592696/eddie-rosario
http://m.mlb.com/player/592696/eddie-rosario
http://m.mlb.com/player/621244/jose-berrios
http://m.mlb.com/player/605141/mookie-betts
http://m.mlb.com/player/598265/jackie-bradley-jr
http://m.mlb.com/player/643217/andrew-benintendi
http://m.mlb.com/player/593428/xander-bogaerts
http://m.mlb.com/player/592178/kris-bryant
http://m.mlb.com/player/592178/kris-bryant
http://m.mlb.com/player/519203/anthony-rizzo
http://m.mlb.com/player/453286/max-scherzer
http://m.mlb.com/player/461829/gio-gonzalez
http://m.mlb.com/player/475582/ryan-zimmerman
http://m.mlb.com/player/502517/daniel-murphy
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D-backs' home field a big advantage vs. Rox 
Arizona's 52 home wins in 2017 were second-most in MLB 
By Mike Petriello / MLB.com | @mike_petriello | October 2nd, 2017 
 

For the most part, home-field advantage in baseball doesn't matter as much as it does in other sports. To wit: Home 

teams in 2017 won just under 54 percent of their games. Meanwhile, since 2000, NFL home teams have won about 57 

percent of the time and NBA squads have played .600 ball at home. In 2007, MLB home teams won 54 percent of the 

time, same as it was in 1997, 1977 and 1947. Let's agree, then, that any generic home team should be considered a 

54/46 favorite. 

But baseball is very different in the dry air of Chase Field, and it's very different in the high altitude of Coors Field, to the 

point that the D-backs and Rockies play in what are probably the most extreme home parks in the game. Thanks to the 

natural forces at work in their stadiums, no teams are helped as much at home as these two, and, at least in the case of 

the Rockies, no one is hurt as much on the road. That Wednesday's National League Wild Card Game landed in Phoenix 

and not Denver means this showdown pretty much has the largest potential swing in home-field advantage of any 

possible matchup. 

 

Let's start with this: The D-backs won 64 percent of their home games, second in baseball to the Dodgers. The Rockies 

won 57 percent, a top-10 mark. Each went 41-40 on the road. 

And this, too: Over the last five seasons, the Rockies have won 18 of their 48 games at Chase Field -- 37 percent -- which 

is tied with the Braves for the lowest success rate of any NL opponent there. 
D-backs combine for shutout 

Part of the reason for such success is because both the D-backs and Rockies were absolute sluggers at home. If we look 

at every team's home hitting performance using wOBA (think of it like regular OBP except it gives credit for extra base 

hits rather than treating all times on base equally and it is not park-adjusted, with 2017's league average wOBA being 

.326), we will see that the Rockies and D-backs are first and second in all of baseball, by a lot. 

 

But on the road, we'll see that they're 23rd and 24th. The differences between home and road performances are the 

largest in baseball. Put another way: At home, they hit like Corey Seager; on the road, they hit like Ronald Torreyes. 

 

http://m.mlb.com/glossary/advanced-stats/weighted-on-base-average
http://www.fangraphs.com/leaders.aspx?pos=all&stats=bat&lg=all&qual=0&type=1&season=2017&month=15&season1=2017&ind=0&team=0,ts&rost=0&age=0&filter=&players=0&sort=15,d
http://www.fangraphs.com/leaders.aspx?pos=all&stats=bat&lg=all&qual=0&type=1&season=2017&month=16&season1=2017&ind=0&team=0,ts&rost=0&age=0&filter=&players=0&sort=15,d
http://m.mlb.com/player/608369/corey-seager
http://m.mlb.com/player/591720/ronald-torreyes
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Most teams hit better at home, but none to the extremes of the D-Backs and Rockies. 

It trickles down into the individual numbers, too. Just look at some of the biggest names on each club and ask yourself if 

you were the opposition, which version of this player would you rather see? 

 

Take Colorado's Charlie Blackmon, who hit .391/.465/.775 (.503 wOBA) at home and .276/.337/.447 (.332 wOBA) on the 

road -- basically the difference between "2003 Barry Bonds" and "2017 Josh Harrison" -- and imagine how happy Zack 

Greinke is to be facing a leading NL MVP Award candidate in Arizona rather than at Coors Field. (For what it's worth, 

Blackmon hit just .182/.200/.273 in Arizona this year, and .265/.293/.442 in 44 career games there.) 

 

Or ask Greinke how he feels about Mark Reynolds wearing road grays (.242/.311/.392, .305 wOBA) instead of home 

whites (.294/.393/.584, .409 wOBA), or the same for the road version of Carlos Gonzalez (.203/.274/.332, .263 wOBA) as 

opposed to the still-dangerous Denver version (.323/.403/.520, .390 wOBA). 

 

Remember, though, this isn't just about Coors Field, because Chase Field has a similar effect for hitters. There's a 

reason, after all, that next season the D-backs will become the second team -- after the Rockies, of course -- to install a 

humidor, which one study by respected physics professor Dr. Alan Nathan suggested could reduce the number of home 

runs by 25 percent or more. 

 

There's no humidor yet, though, so on Wednesday, the D-backs get the J.D. Martinez who mashed a .373/.448/.891 

(.536 wOBA) home line with Arizona, as compared to .242/.292/.617 (.365 wOBA) away. 

 

Instead of being on the road sending up a pretty good Paul Goldschmidt (.277/.365/.493, .360 wOBA), they get the 

absolute monster version (.321/.443/.639, .442 wOBA). They'll start the Brandon Drury who looked like an All-Star 

(.302/.369/.528, .379 wOBA) at home, as opposed to the Drury who hit like a pitcher (.232/.261/.368, .267 wOBA) on the 

road. 
Drury's opposite-field home run 

http://m.mlb.com/player/453568/charlie-blackmon
http://m.mlb.com/player/543281/josh-harrison
http://m.mlb.com/player/425844/zack-greinke
http://m.mlb.com/player/425844/zack-greinke
http://m.mlb.com/player/448602/mark-reynolds
http://m.mlb.com/player/471865/carlos-gonzalez
http://m.dbacks.mlb.com/news/article/239502600/d-backs-will-wait-until-2018-to-use-humidor/
http://m.dbacks.mlb.com/news/article/239502600/d-backs-will-wait-until-2018-to-use-humidor/
https://www.fangraphs.com/tht/a-humidor-at-chase-field-whats-up-with-that/
http://m.mlb.com/player/502110/jd-martinez
http://m.mlb.com/player/502671/paul-goldschmidt
http://m.mlb.com/player/592273/brandon-drury
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Certainly, you could find examples of other players who have such splits on other clubs, but nothing quite this drastic. 

Drury, in Arizona, hit like Gonzalez in Denver. Gonzalez, on the road, hit like Alcides Escobar. It matters, a lot. 

 

But we have to be fair here, especially to the Rockies. Yes, playing at Coors Field helps your batting line considerably. 

The effects of altitude make the air thinner, which makes pitches move less and batted balls go farther, and 

the enormous outfield meant to reign in home runs means that Coors Field routinely is near the top of the league in hits 

allowed. Blackmon had a league-leading 14 triples this year, as many or more than three teams; 13 came at home.  

 

His NL-best .331 averagemakes for the fourth time in five years, and 10th in 20 years, that a Rockie has won the batting 

title. 

 

It's easier to hit at Coors and harder to pitch there. It's also a lot more complicated than that, because there's evidence 

that Rockies hitters aren't just helped by Coors Field at home, they're hurt by it on the road, too. It's what we call the 

"Coors Field effect." 
Walker's 10-strikeout game 

As we've explained in the past, you can easily see this by looking at simple runs scored totals for the Rockies over the 

last decade. From 2007-16, the Rockies scored by far the most runs at home, topping Boston by 265. In the same period, 

they scored by far the fewest runs on the road, finishing 198 runs the behind 29th-best Astros. In order for that to happen, 

either Coors Field must be so powerful that it could elevate baseball's worst offense to look like its best, or, far more 

reasonably, they've had a decent offense that has been both elevated at home and hindered on the road. 

There's many theories behind why, though the most plausible seems to be that the Rockies see more fastballs and fewer 

good curveballs at home. That's backed up by the fact that in that same 2007-16 time span, the Rockies struck out a 

league-high 22.3 percent of the time on the road, but just 17.5 percent, or sixth-fewest, at home. We're not even to contact 

or batted-ball distances yet, and there's a measurable effect. 

 

It's not that the Rockies can't win on the road, of course; they did win five games in Arizona this year. It's just that their 

home park makes their hitters look better in Denver and worse everywhere else. They're facing a D-backs team that 

overperforms at home, too, except only one side has the home-field advantage on their side in a one-game playoff. It's not 

everything, not with ace Jon Gray, who has twice whiffed 10 D-backs hitters at Chase Field starts this year, on the hill. 

It's just maybe more than it usually would be. 
  

http://m.mlb.com/player/444876/alcides-escobar
https://twitter.com/mike_petriello/status/905584814769676292
http://mlb.mlb.com/stats/sortable.jsp#elem=%5Bobject+Object%5D&tab_level=child&click_text=Sortable+Player+hitting&game_type='R'&season=2017&season_type=ANY&league_code='NL'&sectionType=sp&statType=hitting&page=1&ts=1506905617462
http://m.rockies.mlb.com/news/article/159753498/carlos-gonzalez-is-not-a-coors-field-creation/
http://m.mlb.com/player/592351/jon-gray
https://www.mlb.com/video/grays-10-ks-in-10-seconds/c-1829658083
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Rockies believe their lineup is peaking just in time. But which offense will show up in Arizona? 
The Rockies hit .304 with runners in scoring position over their final five games 
By NICK GROKE | ngroke@denverpost.com | The Denver Post | October 2, 2017 at 5:34 pm  

 

If there is a hitter in purple who can appreciate how the Rockies reached the postseason — by the hairs on their chins — 

it is Charlie Blackmon. Colorado’s all-star center fielder tends to eat an 0-for-3 day at the plate like it was moldy bread, 

even when his team wins. 

 

“We played 162 games this year. We were the second wild card. We didn’t get in by much. But that’s all it takes,” 

Blackmon said. “It makes you realize that one pitch or that one swing or that one play can make the difference between 

making the playoffs or not.” 

 

In winning five of seven games through Friday night to finally clinch a National League wild-card berth, the Rockies pieced 

together a productive offensive streak just in time. 

 

But which team will surface Wednesday in a one-game playoff against the Diamondbacks in Arizona? The lineup that hit 

.321 with runners in scoring position over the first 11 weeks of the season and led the Rockies to the top of the National 

League West on June 20? Or the one that hit just .215 with runners in scoring position from Sept. 1-25? 

 

The Rockies choose to answer that question with a short memory. In their final five games of the season, as they RSVP’d 

their postseason invitation, the Rockies hit .304 with runners in scoring position. 

 

“We have one game now. We could play the Diamondbacks and (play poorly) and lose. But for me, personally, where we 

are right now, we’re in a really good spot,” Colorado closer Greg Holland said. “You’ve got to roll the carpet out there and 

play. I’m not worried one bit. We have the ability to really do some things. You don’t want to look ahead, but we have all 

the right pieces to do that.” 

 

Holland twice saw his former team, the Kansas City Royals, streak into the playoffs, first in 2014 and again in 2015, when 

they won the World Series. With a towel around his shoulders Saturday night to mop up a beer bath during the team’s 

celebration for making the playoffs, Holland talked about the importance of starting pitching and a reliable bullpen. But he 

got specific only with the offense. 

 

“Our lineup is hitting a peak because you have guys like Trevor Story and Carlos Gonzalez, who have grinded all year, 

and now they’re big threats in the middle of the lineup,” he said. “And we have Jonathan Lucroy, who can flip a lineup over 

in the 8 hole.” 
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The Rockies’ turnaround bubbled up after the bottom half of their lineup finally flipped after being a vacuum for so many 

empty at-bats early in the season. 

 

Story, Colorado’s second-year shortstop, hit just .167 in April, with a thin .683 OPS (on-base plus slugging percentage), 

and was striking out at an alarming rate. But Story’s final month was his best. He hit .269 with an .863 OPS in September, 

with six home runs and 22 RBIs. Colorado manager Bud Black, who lamented for weeks how his team could not find 

enough timely hits, moved Story into the cleanup spot over the final week. 

 

Gonzalez, playing the final year of his contract with the Rockies, suffered through one of his worst professional seasons in 

10 years. In June, he hit .172 with three RBIs. But in September, he was vintage CarGo. He hit six home runs with 16 

RBIs, with a .377 average and a team-high 1.250 OPS. 

 

And Lucroy, the veteran catcher acquired at the July trade deadline for his defense and pitching guidance, rediscovered 

his stroke. He raised his average nearly 70 points, to .310, in 46 games after leaving the Texas Rangers. 

 

An offense that so often was carried by the top of its lineup — Blackmon, DJ LeMahieu and Nolan Arenado — suddenly 

had the best OPS in the National League in September, at .792. 

 

“We have been good. I like that stat. That’s a big stat,” Blackmon said. “That’s where we want to be. Especially with the 

wild-card situation, the most important thing is to play well at the right time.” 

 

Tale of the tape 

 

When the Rockies struggled this season, it sprang from “not getting the key hit at the right time,” according to manager 

Bud Black. Their ability to hit with runners in scoring position translated to victories: 

 

Timeframe … Avg. with RISP … Record 

Through June 20 … .321 … 47-26 

In August … .224 … 12-15 

Sept. 1-25 … .215 … 12-12 

Final five games … .304 … 3-2 
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Everything you need to know about the Rockies vs. Diamondbacks wild-card game 
Colorado’s Jon Gray (10-4, 3.67 ERA) vs. Arizona’s Zack Greinke (17-7, 3.2) 
By MATT L. STEPHENS | mstephens@denverpost.com and KEVIN HAMM | khamm@denverpost.com | The Denver Post | 
October 3, 2017 at 8:44 am 
 
Here’s everything you need to know about Wednesday night’s NL Wild Card game between the Colorado Rockies (87-75) 
and Arizona Diamondbacks (93-69). 
 
Where: Chase Field, Phoenix 
 
When: 6 p.m. MT Wednesday 
 
Watch: TBS (Comcast HD 678, DirecTV 247, Dish Network 139, Sling Orange, Sling Blue) 
 
Also available via MLB.TV premium with a valid subscription to TBS through a cable or satellite provider 
 
Radio: KOA 850 
 
Tickets: The game is sold out, but tickets are still available on secondary markets. StubHub and SeatGeek have tickets 
for sale starting around $50, while Vivid Seats has tickets starting at $30. (All prices are before fees) 
 
Playoff history: 
 
Colorado Rockies (1995, 2007, 2009, 2017): First playoff appearance since 2009, when the Rockies lost 3-1 to the 
Phillies in the NLDS. Reached the World Series in 2007 by winning a play-in game against the Padres and sweeping the 
Phillies and Diamondbacks in the NLDS and NLCS. Lost 3-1 to the Braves in the 1995 NLDS. Colorado has been a wild-
card team in all playoff appearances. 
 
Arizona Diamondbacks (1999, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2011, 2017): First playoff appearance since 2011, when the 
Diamondbacks lost to Milwaukee 3-2 in the NLDS. Swept by the Rockies in the 2007 NLCS. Upset by the Cardinals in the 
2002 NLDS, losing 2-1. Beat the Yankees in the 2002 World Series with a walk-off victory in Game 7. Won the NL West in 
1999 — Arizona’s second season as a team — but lost 3-1 to the Mets in the NLDS. 
Managers: 
 
 
Bud Black, COL (first season) 
Torey Lovullo, ARI (first season) 
 
Starting pitchers: 
 
Jon Gray, COL (10-4, 3.67 ERA): Went 2-1 against the Diamondbacks this season, including two wins at Chase Field. In 
13 innings facing Arizona on the road, he allowed four earned runs on 14 hits, including two homers and struck out 10 in 
each appearance. Gray is 5-3 on the road this season with a 4.06 ERA. 
Zack Greinke, ARI (17-7, 3.20): Former Cy Young winner has pitched against the Rockies five times this season with a 2-
1 record. Rockies catcher Jonathan Lucroy has been a thorn in Greinke’s side, going 7 for 11 against the righty. Greinke 
is 13-1 at home this season with a 2.87 ERA. 
 
Rockies hitters vs. Zack Greinke 
 
Rockies hitters DJ LeMahieu and Nolan Arenado have had some success against Greinke; LeMahieu is 5 for 13 (.385) 
against him while Arenado is 6 for 16 (.375). Charlie Blackmon is 3 for 16 (.188) against Greinke. Greinke has given up 
six home runs to Rockies hitters: Trevor Story (2), Mark Reynolds (2), Carolos Gonzalez (1) and Alexi Amarista (1). 
 
The table shows how all Rockies hitters have fared against Greinke in 2017, including batting average (AVG), on-base 
percentage (OBP), slugging percentage (SLG) and on-base plus slugging (OPS). Click a column header to sort the table. 
 
 
Diamondbacks hitters vs. Jon Gray 
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David Peralta is 4 for 10 (.400) against Gray this year, but slugger Paul Goldschmidt is 0 for 9 against him. Gray has given 
up three home runs to the D-backs: J.D. Martinez (2) and Chris Owings (1). 
 
The table shows how all Diamondbacks hitters have fared against Gray in 2017, including batting average (AVG), on-base 
percentage (OBP), slugging percentage (SLG) and on-base plus slugging (OPS). Click a column header to sort the table. 
 
 
 
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/02/rockies-diamondbacks-nl-wild-card-game-info/ check out the charts.  
  

http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/02/rockies-diamondbacks-nl-wild-card-game-info/
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Lunch Special: Who will be in the Rockies starting lineup in the wild-card game? 
And do you have a gut feeling who will win the game against the Arizona Diamondbacks on Wednesday? 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post | October 2, 2017 at 5:36 pm 
 
The Denver Post’s Patrick Saunders on Monday chatted about the Colorado Rockiesas they head into Rocktober in a 
Lunch Special live chat. Here are the highlights: 
 
Bud Black has answered the question we all wondered about this year — who would pitch a must-win game. Do 
you think he made the right choice with Jon Gray? 
 
Patrick: Regarding Bud Black starting Jon Gray in this must-win playoff, play-in game: Yes, absolutely Gray is the right 
choice. Since July 25, he has the second-best ERA among NL starters. He says he’s ready for the test. We’ll see. Here is 
my story. 
 
If you look back on 2017 right now, what do you think was the signature moment and/or signature win for the 
Rockies thus far? 
 
Patrick: That’s a great question. If I had to pick one moment, it had to be Nolan Arenado’s walk-off homer to complete the 
cycle. Incredible moment. 
 
We have seen Jon Gray dominate this year, but we’ve also seen him have that one inning where things go off the 
rails. How short do you think his leash will be on Wednesday, and how do you predict he’ll pitch? 
 
Patrick: Yes, Gray will be on a short leash, because this is one-and-done. But that doesn’t mean that if Gray gives up two 
or three runs in the second inning, he’ll be pulled. 
It depends on his stuff and the situation. I expect Gray to give the Rox at least 5-6 strong innings. He’s in a good place. I 
talked to him  yesterday. He’s ready for this. 

Who will be in the starting line up Wednesday in your opinion? 
 
Patrick: Here is my projected lineup: 
Blackmon CF 
LeMahieu 2B 
Arenado 3B 
Story SS 
Reynolds 1B 
CarGo RF 
Desmond LF 
Lucroy C 
Gray RHP 

Any reason for Ian Desmond (hitting .193 vs Greinke) over Parra (.293)? 
 
Patrick: Thanks for looking up those stats. I didn’t have time to. So, you might be right. I was going off Parra’s 
recent slump, but considering his numbers against Greinke, as well as his comfort in Chase Field (having played for the 
D-backs), maybe Parra is the right choice. 
 
I see you’re projecting Trevor Story to hit cleanup vs. the D-Backs. He has owned Zack Greinke in the past. How 
much do you think that will play into the psyche of both players in this game? 
 
Patrick: That’s why I just listed Story as batting No. 4 on Wednesday. 
Greinke, however, knows what’s happened in the past with Story, especially in 2016. Greinke is too smart of a pitcher to 
make huge mistakes again, but pitching carefully to Story could play a part in Wednesday’s game … ie walks, etc. 

Do you have a gut feeling who will win this Wednesday? 
 
Patrick: So we are at the crux of the matter! My gut tells me the Rockies are going to win. They hit Zack Greinke well and 
Gray has owned Paul Goldschmidt. The big concern is the D-backs’ J.D. Martinez. He can wreck the Rox all by himself. 

http://stats.denverpost.com/baseball/mlb-teams.aspx?page=/data/mlb/teams/team2956.html
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/01/rockies-jon-gray-vs-arizona-diamondbacks/
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/01/rockies-jon-gray-vs-arizona-diamondbacks/
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/06/18/nolan-arenado-completes-cycle-rockies-win-giants/
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/06/18/nolan-arenado-completes-cycle-rockies-win-giants/
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Can you give us your predicted breakdown of the Rockies roster for the wild card game? 
 
Patrick: Breaking down the entire roster here would take too much time. But I will say that Pat Valaika will surely be on 
the bench. I think Raimel Tapia will be, too. 
The big question is how Bud Black will mix and match some of his young starters into the bullpen. 

I appreciate the insight you’ve shared all year. Although you are biased toward the Rockies it is nice to see 
someone pulling for guys like Nolan and Chuck when the rest of the national media often brushes them aside 
because of their home field. My question is — in discussing Rockies players with other sports writers around the 
country, do they acknowledge the handicap that comes with playing 81 games at altitude and 81 games adjusting 
to different ball movement in away ballparks? 
 
Patrick: Regarding the national attitude toward Arenado and Blackmon, those writers from the NL West appreciate them. 
Those from the East Coast tend to see what they accomplish as a Coors Field creation. 
Like you, I think playing at Coors has its pluses and minuses. Trying to adjust from altitude to non-altitude is not easy, but  

So excited for Rocktober! If Gray struggles early who do you see coming in for relief first? With Anderson not 
getting his start would he be the first? Or do you see “Swiss army knife” Chris Rusin getting the call early? 
 
Patrick: I think Rusin would be the first Rockies pitcher in for long relief if Gray falters. I think the Rockies likely have Tyler 
Anderson lined up for Game 1 or Game 2 in L.A. if the Rockies make it that far. 
Rusin, FYI, has been the unsung MVP pitcher this season. 

Any concern with bullpen following losses Saturday and Sunday or is it just a case of “games didn’t matter”? 
 
Patrick: I do have concerns about the bullpen, but I think most teams do. The D-Backs, for instance, never know what 
version of Fernando Rodney is going to show up. 
I don’t think Greg Holland has looked nearly as sharp as he did before the all-star break …. He’s much more hittable, so 
that it a concern. 

If the Rockies advance on Wednesday, how do you think their rotation will look for the NLDS? Gray would be 
back on regular rest by Monday, so maybe… Anderson-Marquez-Gray-Bettis? 
 
Patrick: I think you have that right. Anderson is the No, 2 man right now behind Gray, 
However, it will be interesting to see where Tyler Chatwood lands in this mix. 

Besides the obvious (CarGo), who do you think we’ve seen the last of in a Rockies uniform? 
 
Patrick: Last games in Rox uniform? CarGo, Holland (probably), Chatwood (for sure), Jake McGee (likely), Jonathan 
Lucroy (though there is mutual interest to bring him back), Neshek (I’d love to see him back, but that’s iffy), Ryan 
Hannigan. 
 
Any chance CarGo returns to the team next year? 
 
Patrick: Possible, but highly unlikely. I think he will get a one-year deal, but I also think he will test the market. 
Remember, CarGo turned down a three-year deal to return during spring training, so sometimes the business of baseball 
rules over sentiment. 
 
How long of a leash would Holland get if the Rockies get into a save situation on Wednesday? 
 
Patrick: I’m not sure there would be any leash at all, given that Holland would be in a save situation in the ninth. I think 
Black would ride him to the end. 
 
Can the Rox afford to have Alexi Amarista on the roster for the Wild Card game? 
 
Patrick: Amarista on the roster for wild card roster. I would say he will be. Black loves his defense and trusts him. 
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Looking past the D-Backs, I really like our chances with the Dodgers. Assuming we manage that, who would you 
prefer to face in the NLCS? 
 
Patrick: Wow, an optimist! So, the Rox beat the D-backs and then the Dodgers. Hmm … I think I would rather face the 
Nationals, even with their great pitching. I think the Cubs are starting to peak at the right time. 
 
I’ve lost track of all the deals/trades GM Jeff Bridich has made, but I’d be curious to hear your take on the 
impact/dividends those deals are having in 2017. 
 
Patrick: Regarding Bridich, I think he’s done an excellent  job, overall. Here is my column from Sunday which should 
answer your question. 
 
How much credit do you think Dan O’Dowd should get for this team as currently constructed, if any… 
 
Patrick: I had not thought about Dan O’Dowd much of late. But I will say his hair is quite amazing on the MLB Network…. 
where he is very good, and very blunt, by the way. 
I think O’Dowd gets credit for helping the Rockies minor-league system take shape, though Bridich had a big hand in that 
too. 

Overall, I would give O’Dowd some credit, he did draft Nolan and trade for DJ and CarGo. 

How do you think this Rockies team will handle the pressure of playoff baseball? Whose voice in the locker room 
will set the tone? 
 
Patrick: I think the Rockies will handle the pressure just fine. They played some pretty crummy baseball — at times — in 
the second half, but they won when they had to. 
Setting the tone in the clubhouse? Tough to say, but the guy I think has really helped in that regard is Jonathan Lucroy. 

 

Find the full chat transcript below: http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/02/lunch-special-rocktober-live-chat-patrick-
saunders/ 

  

http://www.denverpost.com/2017/09/29/jeff-bridich-rockies-contention-return-patrick-saunders/
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/09/29/jeff-bridich-rockies-contention-return-patrick-saunders/
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/02/lunch-special-rocktober-live-chat-patrick-saunders/
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/02/lunch-special-rocktober-live-chat-patrick-saunders/
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What the Rockies’ lineup should be for the NL Wild Card game 
By Jake Shapiro on October 3, 2017 / BSN Denver 

ENVER – You may or may not have heard, but the Colorado Rockies are going to the 2017 postseason. When the St. 
Louis Cardinals completed their comeback against the Milwaukee Brewers on Saturday night, the Rockies clinched their 
first postseason berth in eight years after a season buoyed by a pair of MVP candidates, a young and impressive starting 
pitching staff, and a veteran bullpen. It has taken more than 25 guys to get the team to where they are as of the publishing 
of this article, but 25 is all they are allowed for Wednesday’s winner-take-all game against the Arizona Diamondbacks in 
Phoenix. 

Here are our picks for who the Rockies should carry for that game. Keep in mind, this is just for one game and can be 
changed should Colorado make the NLDS against the Los Angeles Dodgers. 

RHP Zack Greinke is pitching for Arizona. 

1. Charlie Blackmon (CF) 

2. DJ LeMahieu (2B) 

3. Carlos Gonzalez (RF) 

4. Nolan Arenado (3B) 

5. Trevor Story (SS) 

6. Mark Reynolds (1B) 

7. Ian Desmond (LF) 

8. Jonathan Lucroy (C) 

9. Jon Gray (P) 

Bench: INF Pat Valaika, C/2B Tony Wolters,  OF Gerardo Parra, OF Raimel Tapia, INF Ryan Mcmahon, OF Mike 
Tauchman 

Bullpen: RHPs Greg Holland, Pat Neshek, Carlos Estevez, Scott Oberg, Adam Ottavino, Antonio Senzatela, Chad Bettis 

LHPs Jake McGee, Chris Rusin, Mike Dunn 

Because this is only one game the Rockies should only carry two starters, one they will start in the game and one they 
would use in the NLDS. We think they’d use Tyler Anderson in game one if they were to make the NLDS followed by 
Chatwood, Gray and then Bettis. But because this is only one game they may go with Kyle Freeland to use another lefty 
and one that could go long since Senzatela already can. 

Once again since this is only one game, speed could be a premium hence why they should carry Tapia and Tauchman. 

With the lineup, both CarGo and Story have hit well off of Greinke so it’d make sense that they bat third and fifth. 

These are just our picks, and it could go another way. 
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Now Comes the Challenge for Dodgers 
October 2, 2017 Tracy Ringolsby 

Yes the Dodgers won the most games of any MLB team, 104, just one win shy of the club record set in 1953 when the 
team was still in Brooklyn. They have won five consecutive division titles. But they haven’t won a World Series since 1988. 
They are making their 10th post-season appearance since then, but haven’t even returned to the World Series, jyuch less 
won a world championship, since. And they are going to face either the D-Backs or the Rockies in the NL Division Series 
— the only two teams that have a winning record aainst them. 

To read more: 

DENVER -- The grind is over for the Dodgers. Now comes the challenge. 
  

They ran away with the National League West, claiming their fifth consecutive division title and winning a best-in-baseball 
104 games, one shy of the franchise record set back in 1953 when the Dodgers still called Brooklyn home. They have 
assured themselves of home-field advantage as long as they are alive in the postseason. 
 
And that's the challenges. No longer is it a matter of long-term survival. It's now the world of a short series, which can be 
unforgiving, as the Dodgers know. 
 
Consider the Dodgers are making their fifth consecutive postseason appearance, the 11th appearance since they stunned 
the A's and claimed the World Series in 1988. They haven't even played in a World Series since. They have been 
eliminated in the NL Championship Series six times and the NL Division Series four times. 
 
If that isn't enough of a cloud hanging over Dodger Stadium, they ran away with the division with such ease that they won 
the 104 games despite an 11-game losing streak, the longest losing streak in Major League history for a team with 100 or 
more wins. 
 
And don't overlook the fact that since the advent of the Wild Card in 1995, and the expansion of the postseason by a best-
of-five series, the team with the best record in baseball has won only five World Series. Over that same 22-year stretch a 
Wild Card entry has claimed a world championship six times. 
 
Dodgers manager Dave Roberts isn't dwelling on the negatives. 
 
He is looking for reasons to succeed. He wants to make history, not relive it. 
 
"You look back at our season, and we did what we wanted to do," he said of winning the NL West. "Now we are ready to 
look ahead to the postseason. It's what we have been looking forward to from the start of Spring Training." 
 
What Roberts sees is a team that is relatively healthy and because of the way they dominated the NL West they are fairly 
well-rested. He sees a team that may have stumbled through that 11-game losing streak as part of a stretch that ended on 
Sept. 11 with the Dodgers having lost 16 out of 17 games, but still comfortably atop the NL West with a nine-game lead. 
 
"We have won 12 of our last 18," he said after a Sunday victory in Colorado brought the regular season to an end. "I think 
our troubles are over. We have been playing quality baseball lately." 
 
They do have that home-field edge, and they were 57-24 at Dodger Stadium during the regular season, five more wins 
than any other team had at home. 
 
But here is the rub. 
 
There are only two teams that had a winning record against the Dodgers this year -- the D-backs (11-8) and the Rockies 
(10-9). Those are the two teams that are playing on Wednesday night in Phoenix in the NL Wild Card Game. The 
Dodgers, by virtue of the best regular-season record in baseball, are matched up with the Wild Card in the NLDS. 
 
There is that added pressure from within that can come from having failed to advance to the World Series in four 
consecutive postseasons. Since the initial expansion of the postseason with the addition of what was then a best-of-five 
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NLCS there are only two other franchises who have advanced to the postseason and failed to make it to the World Series 
in four consecutive years, and both of those teams were at the end of long runs of postseason play. 
 
The Yankees came up short from 2004-07, but that was at the end of a run of 13 consecutive postseason appearances, 
which included six World Series appearances and four world championships. And the Braves failed in a six-year stretch 
from 2000-05, the final six years of an MLB-record 14 consecutive postseason appearances, which included five World 
Series in the first eight years, and a world championship in 1995. 
 
None of that, however, concerns Roberts. Those are struggles of teams of the past. 
 
"We aren't looking back," said Roberts. "It is what is in front of us that we are focused on." 
Roberts wants to see the Dodgers make history, not repeat it. 
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Colorado Rockies wild card preview: the D’Backs talk Gray and history 
By Noah Yingling – October 3, 2017 / Rox Pile 
 
The Colorado Rockies and Arizona Diamondbacks are inching closer to the National League Wild Card game coming on 
Wednesday. It will be broadcast on TBS at 6 PM MST. 
 
The Rockies will be facing the Arizona Diamondbacks in about 48 hours at Chase Field in Phoenix. Today, the 
Diamondbacks had a work out for the game. Some of their players also talked with the media. Three of their players had 
interesting quotes about Rockies probable starter Jon Gray (h/t Mark Brown of our sister site, Call to the Pen). 
 
Diamondbacks third baseman Jake Lamb 
 
The D’Backs third baseman, Jake Lamb, has had an excellent 2017 season as he had 30 home runs and 105 RBI in 149 
games for the Snakes this season. He had this to say about facing Jon Gray: 
 
He’s their guy. He’s pitched well against us. Look, they have their best guys and have confidence in him. We have our 
best guy (Zack Greinke) going, and this should be a fun game. 
 
D’Backs outfielders A.J. Pollock and David Peralta 
 
D’Backs outfielder A.J. Pollock also had some words about facing Jon Gray. 
 
(Gray’s) is a tough pitcher. His fast ball is in the upper 90s and a nasty slider. We have to make him feel uncomfortable. If 
that happens, he’ll make a mistake or two, and we have to be ready [to pounce on those mistakes]. 
 
Pollock’s fellow outfielder, David Peralta, had similar sentiments about Gray. 
 
If he makes a mistake, we have to be ready to jump on that. This game cannot be won by one guy. We will win as a team. 
We need to be ready. We need to have a good approach, and a good game plan. 
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How The Rockies And Diamondbacks Match Up Against Each Other 
Kendall Lewis 10/02/2017 / Dodgers Nation 
 
The Los Angeles Dodgers won the NL West division title for a fifth year in a row, but they must eagerly await their NLDS 
opponent after the conclusion of the Wild Card game Wednesday night between the Colorado Rockies and Arizona 
Diamondbacks. 
 
It’s been a long season thus far, and many of us will just have to sit back and wait for the conclusion because that’s the 
beauty behind the madness of October. Both squads were causes of Dodger headaches this year, and helped make the 
NL West the toughest division in baseball because it was composed of three teams that had 85 wins or more in 2017. 
 
This matchup will take place at Chase Field, which is notorious for enhancing offense. This is especially good for the 
Diamondbacks, who are 52-29 at home and have a .274 batting average, compared to their .235 batting average on the 
road. Arizona will lean on their ace, Zach Greinke, who’s 13-1 as a starter at home in 2017. The former Dodger has 
postseason experience, but he’s 2-4 during those six starts and has a higher average of runs allowed compared to his 
2.87 ERA at Chase Field this season. 
 
Greinke has a 3.41 ERA in five starts against the Rockies this year, and has allowed four home runs (all against Mark 
Reynolds and Trevor Story) in three meetings at Chase Field. Nolan Arenado is one of baseball’s premier players at third 
base, and he’s 6-16 against Greinke with three RBIs in 2017, but NL Batting Champion Charlie Blackmon only has a 
surprising .188 batting average in those three matchups this year. 
 
If Arizona’s bullpen can help contain Blackmon, DJ LeMahieu and Carlos Gonzalez then they’ll be in good shape at home. 
The Rockies fought hard throughout the last two months to solidify their spot in the Wild Card, but they’ll have to make 
sure that they score enough runs to keep their starting pitcher comfortable in a hostile environment. 
 
25 year old Jon Gray will get the start for Colorado, and the former No.3 pick in the 2013 MLB draft is 2-0 at Chase Field 
this year. In 13 total innings of work at Chase Field, Gray has 20 strikeouts and a solid 2.77 ERA. Many Arizona hitters 
have done well against Gray in the past five years, especially Jake Lamb, David Peralta, and J.D. Martinez (MLB’s steal 
at the trade deadline). 
 
Martinez has been the most consistent threat on the offensive since becoming a Diamondback, and he’ll need help from 
All-Star first baseman Paul Goldschmidt, whose 0 for 9 with 5 strikeouts against Gray this year. All eyes will certainly be 
on Goldschmidt, because the Diamondbacks won’t be advancing if he doesn’t produce Wednesday night, period. 
 
Everyone will know more after Wednesday, but the Dodgers are happy that they’re able to watch these two clubs battle 
for a trip to Dodger Stadium. Both of these clubs have expressed their confidence about a possible matchup with the 
Dodgers, but neither are there just yet. It’ll be interesting to see how either opponent handles facing Clayton Kershaw in 
Game 1, but we’ll just have to wait and see until first pitch at 7:31 p.m. PST on Friday night. 
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Previewing Jon Gray: postseason edition 
If the Rockies want to beat the Diamondbacks, they’ll need an excellent start from their young righty. 
By Devan Fink - Oct 3, 2017, 9:00am EDT / Beyond The Box Score 
 
The Colorado Rockies punched their ticket to the postseason this past Saturday, securing the second National League 
Wild Card spot with the Brewers’ loss against the Cardinals. On Sunday, the team confirmed that right-hander Jon Gray 
will get the ball against the Arizona Diamondbacks in the one-game wild card game on Wednesday. 
 
This is exactly how the Rockies must have imagined it when they picked Gray with the third overall pick in the 2013 MLB 
Draft. He was their pitcher of the future, the man who would start important games for them when the time came. Likewise 
for Gray, this is the most important start of his young career. 
 
The 25-year-old is in the midst of his second full season with Colorado, and he quickly catapulted himself to the top of a 
rotation that lacks a star veteran starter. In short, the Rockies don’t have an established ace (de facto or otherwise) but 
Gray could eventually fill that mold in the years to come. 
 
That, of course, isn’t discrediting the success that he’s had in his career thus far. 
 
In 20 starts this season, Gray pitched to the tune of a 3.67 ERA and a 112-30 strikeout-to-walk ratio (3.17 FIP; 3.45 xFIP) 
in 110 1⁄3 innings pitched. Among starters with at least 100 innings pitched, Gray’s park- and league-adjusted ERA- of 73 
was tied for the 17th-best in the Majors; his FIP- of 69 was tied for eighth-best. In all, he was worth 3.2 fWAR. 
 
Gray’s biggest test comes Wednesday, when he faces off against Zack Greinke and the Diamondbacks. 
 
“I think I’ve been taking a step forward with each game this season, so I’m ready to build on that,” Gray told the Denver 
Post. “I’ll be ready.” 
 
One of Gray’s best starts of the season came against those very Diamondbacks at Chase Field no more than three weeks 
ago, when he pitched seven strong innings, allowing two runs on seven hits while striking out 10. 
 
And, one might think that Gray has the opportunity to be his best self pitching away from hitter’s paradise from Coors 
Field. In fact, though, this might not exactly be the case. 
 
Gray’s numbers at Coors Field are actually objectively better than those when he’s on the road. He has a lower ERA and 
holds hitters to a worse OPS in high-altitude Denver than he does anywhere else. Surprisingly, Coors hasn’t caused his 
home runs allowed per plate appearance to spike. 
 
Jon Gray Home/Road Splits 
Venue  IP ERA HR per PA OPS K%  BB% K%-BB% 
Home  46.0 3.13 0.021  0.649 21.69%  6.88% 14.81% 
Away  64.1 4.06 0.021  0.763 26.10%  6.25% 19.85% 
 
What does this mean for the Wild Card game? In reality, it means next-to-nothing, considering the game is in Arizona. We 
can’t possibly figure out how Gray will pitch on any given night with pressure he likely has never faced before while 
pitching in the Majors. However, we can use historical data to figure out how certain conditions have affected him. 
 
Lucky for us, playing in the same division as the Diamondbacks gives Gray more starts against them than just about any 
other team. He has made two career starts at Chase Field, both coming this season. He allowed a home run in both of 
said starts; this is significant because he only allowed 10 homers all season. Both starts still ended up being great ones 
for Gray. His two starts at Chase were his only two times this season reaching double-digit strikeout numbers. 
 
He’s made five starts against Arizona overall, but it’s not fair to ding him for poor performances in any season but this one. 
The Diamondbacks have had completely different rosters in each year. Outside of his two starts in Phoenix this year, Gray 
faced Arizona one other time in Denver, allowing three runs over five innings in a Rockies’ 6-2 loss. 
 
In Wednesday’s game, Gray should be worried about facing J.D. Martinez. Martinez is the only current Diamondbacks 
player with a homer versus Gray, hitting two shots in six at bats. Jake Lamb has the most experience against him; in 15 
plate appearances, he has four hits including two doubles. But Gray has historically had no problem with Paul 
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Goldschmidt, who doesn’t have a hit in 11 at bats with five strikeouts. It’s anyone’s guess whether these stats will hold in 
the Wild Card game, as it’s more anecdotal than telling, but the numbers are interesting. 
 
How can Gray outpitch Greinke? 
 
It’s fairly simple. Gray needs his slider and curveball to be working. Those two pitches have accounted for nearly 70 
percent of his total strikeouts this season. In his two starts at Arizona, he got a combined 16 whiffs on his slider and four 
with his curveball. If he can use those in two-strike counts to finish out at bats, he can be successful. 
 
Jon Gray faces one of baseball’s best offenses on the road in the most important start of his career. He is ready. 
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NL Wild Card Game Preview 
October 2, 2017 / Will Leitch / Sports on Earth 
 
For the first half of the season, the Rockies looked like they might be one of the best teams in baseball. For the second 
half, the Diamondbacks looked the exact same way. They both were in the shadow of the Dodgers, but one of them is 
going to be a scary National League Division Series opponent. Tune in to TBS on Wednesday at 8 p.m. ET to catch all the 
action. Here, I'll predict the lineups, assess the big questions for each team and pick a winner. 
 
Likely lineups 
 
Colorado Rockies 
 
CF Charlie Blackmon 
2B DJ LeMahieu 
3B Nolan Arenado 
SS Trevor Story 
1B Mark Reynolds 
RF Carlos Gonzalez 
LF Ian Desmond 
C Jonathan Lucroy 
 
Arizona D-backs 
 
LF David Peralta 
CF A.J. Pollock 
1B Paul Goldschmidt 
RF J.D. Martinez 
C Chris Ianetta 
3B Jake Lamb 
2B Brandon Drury 
SS Ketel Marte 
 
Three questions for the Rockies 
 
1. Can Gray be the true ace? Is it possible that Jon Gray is the best Rockies postseason pitcher they've had yet? He has 
more shutdown stuff than anyone else who has pitched for the Rockies in October, and he's been terrific since returning 
from injury. He's capable of shutting down the D-backs. Now'd be a nice time! 
 
2. Can Gonzalez keep it going? For the first five months of the season, CarGo was having one of his worst statistical 
years in his career. But he came alive in September, hitting .377 with six homers and an OPS of 1.250. He's one of the 
main reasons the Rockies held onto the final NL Wild Card spot. This lineup looks a lot tougher if CarGo is hitting. 
 
3. Can they solve Greinke? Zack Greinke had a comeback season that will earn him some NL Cy Young Award votes. 
And he was OK against Colorado, with a 3.41 ERA in three starts. But Colorado would absolutely take 3 1/2 runs in this 
game, right? If they get can three runs off Greinke, that feels like a winnable game. 
 
Three questions for the D-backs 
 
1. Can Peralta and Pollock get on base for the big boys? Goldschmidt and Martinez are as scary a 1-2 as anyone still 
playing. If those guys can get on base -- for a team that has the lowest OBP in the postseason -- Arizona may be able to 
put this game away early. 
 
2. How's the bench? The D-backs actually don't have that deep of a lineup, and their bench is scrappier than it is 
imposing. But Daniel Descalso is a nice guy to have off the bench in a big spot. 
 
3. Can they avoid it being a bullpen game? The D-backs would like Greinke to throw as long as possible, and maybe have 
a nice big fat lead for Fernando Rodney in the ninth. They don't want this to be a one-run game in the ninth or even 
worse, tied. 
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Prediction 
 
Gray gives the Rockies a puncher's chance, and again, it's just one game. But the D-backs look like a division champ, 
maybe a league champ, rather than a Wild Card team. The Rockies look like a Wild Card team 
 
D-backs win. 
 
*** 
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Who is Charlie Blackmon? 
The Rockies bearded center fielder crushed the ball all year long. 
By Whitney McIntosh - Oct 3, 2017, 8:30am EDT / SB Nation 
 
Welcome to the 2017 MLB postseason, baseball fans! You’ve spent 162 games with your favorite team, and now it’s time 
to watch the teams you haven’t paid much attention to. Who are these teams, and who are their best players? We can 
help. 
 
Who is Charlie Blackmon? 
 
Blackmon is the Rockies center fielder, and he has a magnificent beard. Importantly, he is best friends with teammate 
Trevor Story and their friendship is fantastic. He’s been with the team since his debut season in 2011 and until last year 
rotated between all outfield positions before being permanently installed as the team’s man in center. 
 
What did he do this year? 
 
He won the NL batting title, for one, with a .331 batting average to end the season. The next best BA in the league was 
the Nationals Justin Turner with .322. He also set the major league record for RBI by a leadoff batter, ending the season 
with 104. The previous record was 100, set by Darin Erstad for the Angels back in 2000. 
 
He’s a legitimate candidate for NL MVP (alongside fellow Rockies player Nolan Arenado). He led the team in batting 
average (.331), home runs (37), hits (213), and on-base percentage (.399). He led the entire league in triples (14), runs 
scored (137), and hits. All of the offense. So much offense. 
 
How did the Rockies acquire him? 
 
The Rockies drafted Blackmon in the 2008 amateur draft. He was drafted in both 2004 (by the Marlins) and 2005 (by the 
Red Sox) but declined to sign. He was a pitcher in junior college before transferring to a role as a position player at 
Georgia Tech when the Rockies first noticed his potential. He spent 2008 through 2010 in the minors before beginning to 
split time between the Rockies’ AAA clubs and the major leagues. In 2014, he finally got the job in center after Colorado 
traded Dexter Fowler to the Astros after the 2013 season. 
 
Was he always supposed to be this good? 
 
The Rockies anticipated that he could be a strong presence at the plate when they drafted him, and his first few full-time 
seasons weren’t completely under the radar. He had six hits out of the leadoff spot in the Rockies’ home opener in 2014, 
so the fact that he could do great things with a bat isn’t a shock. He’s also improved every season he has been with the 
Rockies full time, so while a season this wildly successful might not exactly have been anticipated, it also tracks with his 
growth as a player. 
 
tl;dr 
 
Blackmon and his offense are a big reason that the Rockies made the playoffs for the first time since 2009. Even if the 
Rockies can’t win it all, that doesn’t diminish his offensive output and prowess and how fun it is for people to watch him at 
the plate. Plus, again, he’s rocking what can only be described as a truly great beard. 
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A capsule look at the Rockies-Diamondbacks playoff game 
The Associated Press - OCTOBER 02, 2017 10:55 PM 
 
A look at the National League wild-card playoff between the Colorado Rockies and Arizona Diamondbacks: 
 
___ 
 
Schedule: Wednesday, at Phoenix, 8:08 p.m. (TBS). 
 
___ 
 
 
Season Series: Arizona won 11-8. 
 
___ 
 
Projected Lineups: 
 
Rockies: CF Charlie Blackmon (.331, NL batting champ, 37 HRs, 104 RBIs, 14 triples, 14 SBs), 2B DJ LeMahieu (.310, 8, 
64), 3B Nolan Arenado (.309, 37, 130), RF Carlos Gonzalez (.262, 14, 57, 34 doubles), SS Trevor Story (.239, 24, 82, 191 
Ks), 1B Mark Reynolds (.267, 30, 97), LF Ian Desmond (.274, 7, 40), C Jonathan Lucroy (.265, 6, 40 with Rangers and 
Rockies; .310, 2, 13 in 46 games with Rockies). 
 
Diamondbacks: RF David Peralta (.293, 14, 57), SS Ketel Marte (.260, 5, 18 in 73 games), 1B Paul Goldschmidt (.297, 
36, 120, 94 BBs, .966 OPS), LF J.D. Martinez (.303, 45, 104, 1.066 OPS with Tigers and Diamondbacks), 3B Jake Lamb 
(.248, 30, 105), CF A.J. Pollock (.266, 14, 49 in 112 games), 2B Daniel Descalso (.233, 10, 51 in 131 games), C Jeff 
Mathis (.215, 2, 11 in 60 games) or Chris Iannetta (.254, 17, 43, .354 OBP). 
 
___ 
 
Starting Pitchers: 
 
Rockies: RH Jon Gray (10-6, 3.67 ERA in 20 starts, 110 1/3 IP). 
 
Diamondbacks: RH Zack Greinke (17-7, 3.20, 215 Ks in 202 1/3 IP). 
 
___ 
 
Relievers: 
 
Rockies: RH Greg Holland (3-6, 3.61 ERA, 41/45 saves, tied for NL lead), LH Mike Dunn (5-1, 4.47), LH Jake McGee (0-
2, 3.61, 3 saves), RH Scott Oberg (0-1, 4.94), RH Pat Neshek (5-3, 1.59 with Phillies and Rockies; 2-1, 2.45 in 28 games 
with Rockies), LH Chris Rusin (5-1, 2.65, 2 saves). 
 
Diamondbacks: RH Fernando Rodney (5-4, 4.23, 39/45 saves, .200 opponents' batting average), RH Archie Bradley (3-
3, 1.73, 79 Ks in 73 innings), LH Andrew Chafin (1-0, 3.51), LH Robbie Ray (15-5, 2.89, 218 Ks in 28 starts), LH Patrick 
Corbin (14-13, 4.03 in 33 games, 32 starts), RH Zack Godley (8-9, 3.37, 165 Ks in 26 games, 25 starts), RH David 
Hernandez (2-1, 4.82), RH Jimmie Sherfy (2-0, 0.00 in 10 2/3 innings). 
 
___ 
 
Matchups: 
 
It's the second postseason meeting between the teams. Colorado swept Arizona in the 2007 NLCS. ... The current 
collection of Rockies has a .260 combined batting average against Greinke with 15 homers and 42 RBIs. Lucroy leads the 
way at .636 (7 for 11), while Gonzalez has five home runs. Reynolds and Story each have four homers against Greinke. 
Arenado and Blackmon have never homered off him. Desmond is 3 for 22. ... The Diamondbacks are hitting .295 against 
Gray with two homers and 11 RBIs. Martinez has both homers, and four RBIs. Goldschmidt is 0 for 11 with five strikeouts. 
... Greinke is 13-1 at home with a 2.87 ERA and 131 strikeouts in 116 innings. He went 2-1 with a 3.41 ERA in five starts 
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against the Rockies this season. ... If first-year Diamondbacks manager Torey Lovullo decides to go with Iannetta instead 
of Mathis at catcher, Iannetta would probably bat second. Mathis, a strong defender who normally catches Greinke when 
healthy, just returned from a broken right hand. ... Gray has allowed three or fewer runs in 13 consecutive starts. ... 
Goldschmidt ended the season in an 0-for-17 slump and batted .171 over the final month. ... Martinez hit .478 against 
Colorado with three homers, nine RBIs and 10 runs scored. ... Two of Rodney's six blown saves came against the 
Rockies. ... Blackmon had only eight hits in 44 at-bats (.182) vs. the Diamondbacks. ... Arizona and Colorado split 10 
games at Chase Field this season. ... The winner heads for Los Angeles to play the NL West champion Dodgers (104-58) 
in a best-of-five Division Series beginning Friday. 
 
___ 
 
Big Picture: 
 
Rockies: Under new manager Bud Black, the surprising Rockies (87-75) got off to a fast start and hung on down the 
stretch to take the second NL wild card. This is their fourth postseason appearance and first since 2009. Colorado finished 
a game ahead of upstart Milwaukee, clinching baseball's final playoff spot on the next-to-last day of the regular season 
when the Brewers blew a six-run lead in a 7-6 loss at St. Louis. That put Black in the postseason for the first time as a big 
league skipper. He managed the Padres for 8½ seasons from 2007-15 and was the 2010 NL Manager of the Year, but 
never took them to the playoffs. ... Colorado improved by 12 wins over last year and fashioned the third-best record in 
team history behind 2009 (92-70) and the 2007 team (89-73) that got swept by Boston in the World Series. ... Rockies had 
just one losing month, going 12-15 in August, and typically play solid defense. They are 65-40 when committing no errors 
and 22-35 when they make one or more. Arenado made one highlight reel after another at third base and is a favorite for 
his fifth straight Gold Glove. ... The biggest offseason signings were Desmond and Holland. Desmond has dealt with 
injuries this season, but Holland rebounded after missing 2016 as he recovered from Tommy John surgery. He matched 
the club record for saves in a season set by Jose Jimenez (2002). ... Blackmon is known for his bushy beard, mullet and 
sweet swing. He won the NL batting title and drove in 103 runs from the leadoff spot, most in major league history. He 
surpassed Darin Erstad, who knocked in 100 for the Angels in 2000. ... Gonzalez struggled most of the season but hit 
.377 in September. He's the only holdover from 2009 when the Rockies were beaten by Philadelphia in the NLDS. ... 
Lucroy steadied a young pitching staff after arriving from Texas in a July 30 trade. ... Right-hander Chad Bettis has been a 
feel-good story in his return from testicular cancer. He had surgery last November and went through treatments during 
spring training and into the season before returning in August. ... Reynolds was signed to a minor league contract in the 
offseason. He joined Arenado and Blackmon in the 30-homer club this season. 
 
Diamondbacks: Just like the Rockies, Arizona (93-69) also flipped its record after going 69-93 last year. Lovullo 
preached communication from the first day of spring training and repeatedly uses the word "love" to describe team 
chemistry. ... New general manager Mike Hazen chose not to overhaul the roster, saying he saw enough talent. Instead, 
he tinkered around the edges. ... Arizona got off to a 6-1 start and was 44-26 on June 18 after a seven-game winning 
streak. Although the Diamondbacks couldn't keep up with the torrid pace set by Los Angeles in the NL West, they were in 
the playoff picture throughout. A franchise-record 13-game winning streak late in the season helped secure the No. 1 wild 
card. ... While the lineup was expected to be good, Arizona also got strong pitching. Only the Indians and Dodgers had a 
better ERA than the Diamondbacks (3.66). ... Goldschmidt led the offense most of the season but faded in September. 
That didn't matter much because of the powerhouse performance by Martinez. Acquired from Detroit on July 18 for three 
minor leaguers, Martinez hit .302 with 29 homers and 65 RBIs in 62 games with the Diamondbacks. He was NL player of 
the month for September, when he batted .404 with 26 runs, eight doubles, 16 homers and 36 RBIs in 24 games. 
 
___ 
 
Watch For: 
 
— MVP! MVP! MVP! Three top contenders for NL MVP are in this game: Goldschmidt, Blackmon and Arenado. 
Goldschmidt finished runner-up for the award in 2013 and 2015. Arenado hit 18 home runs on the road this season and 
19 at home. Blackmon's 37 homers were the third-most by a leadoff hitter, trailing Alfonso Soriano's 38 in 2002 with the 
Yankees and 39 in 2006 with the Nationals. 
 
— Ray in Reserve. The hard-throwing lefty had a breakout season and would figure to start Game 1 against the Dodgers 
if Arizona advances. Lovullo, however, said he wouldn't hesitate to use Ray for an inning or two in the wild-card game if 
needed. 
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— Wacky Wednesday. The Rockies have a winning record on every day of the week except one. They are 10-14 on 
Wednesdays, while the Diamondbacks are 15-10. 
 
— Surging Center Fielder. Pollock came on strong at the end of the season after a subpar year at the plate. He batted 
.363 in September. 
 


